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New Anatomy: 

Branching of the Cognitive Meridian and Regulator 
Harmonizing Network, Layers 
 

With thanks to Cheryl for great note taking.  

 

My dream is to someday see these theoretical ideas, these inspired musings and 

considerations brought forth from the mists of memory and ancient wisdom more fully 

understood through scientific and spiritual study that further develops our human 

knowledge of the Sacred Anatomy and what we truly are. 

 

The Cognitive Meridians throws branches off of itself much like fascia does. They 

are part of the Harmonizing Network and this branching from only Cognitive 

Meridians originating in the cognitive layer represents a form of neural-like 

connectivity in the Sacred Anatomy. 

 

These are not like Core Meridians, which are big arterial trunks that reach out 

into the universal from the core. But the purpose is similar. Core Meridians serve 

to connect the core into the universal consciousness all around us creating points 

on geometric planes that act as links into the larger realms we live within. We are 

suspended in space but anchored into the cosmic consciousness with points of 

light. Meridians of chi moving through us and out into space in relationship with 

the Totality of life. 

 

 Cognitive Meridians are completely interior and more like living and constantly 

growing veinous systems that split off of arteries moving out into the physical 

body. They start in the cognitive layer like seeds that grow and reach down into 

the bio layer to create and form different aspects of the physical body.  Cognitive 

Meridians carry the original extragenesis, the impetus, the idea, the focus, or 

what might even be thought of as the design. In fact, they transport the energy of 

the spirit and heart of possibility, the concept of what the body can become.  
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Little twigs called plexus conjunctions split off the main meridian and as they get 

further out they cross and tangle as they work together in different parts of both 

the cognitive layer point of transmutation and the inspired forming physical 

system. This is a Sacred Anatomy neurological-like organism related to the 

Template, the Layers System and the Harmonizing Network.  

 

There is a Cognitive Meridian Branch Regulator located in the Point of 

Transmutation that controls the rate and the inspired direction of branching.   I 

believe this is at least part of how the neural network of Sacred Anatomy actually 

functions as it energetically stimulates the formation of a physical body with 

Karmically influenced traits and talents.  

 

Cognitive Meridians implant information that is carried from the soul’s personal 

history stored in both the etheric and spiritual layers as they emanate or ooze 

into the cognitive layer. This multifactorial energy is further influenced by and 

mixed with the stimulus of the exterior world. All of this pours into the fertile 

Cognitive Layer where the nascent Cognitive Meridian begins to arrange itself 

into a kind of root in the most wonderous of strata within the Layers System. 

Growing from this point of origin the composite data influenced by many sources 

starts to take shape as a conduit finally becoming a meridian dedicated to 

transporting an amalgam of chi.  

 

We, living things are made of many influences and we originate in the extragenic 

potential of Life, itself stimulated by the gathering together of concepts, ideas, 

beliefs, environmental dynamism, and pure data that shape the development of 

atoms and molecules into cells and structures of bone, blood and tissue. We are 

directed from the very beginning to carry our world within us in the very fabric of 

our construction. 

 

The newly rooted Cognitive Meridian moves out through the anatomy of the 

cognitive layer from where the root is anchored in the point of transmutation into 
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the cognitive stratum of organs, systems and skeletal. From each of these 

informational portals the branching Meridian carries conceptual human 

development into the forming spinal column and brain. Ultimately, the final step 

of the implantation journey is docking into the body of the developing fetus within 

the bio layer of the mother. This crossing of connection from subtle to physical 

will remain constantly downloading and exchanging information as long as the 

bio layer exists. What begins in this moment of implantation to create and direct 

the evolution of the bio mass into the shape and form of a body will serve to carry 

the individuated soul’s purpose and knowledge through the expression of a 

single lifetime.  

 

Individuated conscious entanglement, woven from a composite of influences, exists to 

fulfill the creative potential of cosmic wisdom and the urgency of Life as it must express 

itself. 

 

 


